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Tort Law and Practice
Sixth Edition
Dominick Vetri, University of Oregon School of Law
Lawrence C. Levine, University of the Pacific
McGeorge School of Law
Joan E. Vogel, Vermont Law School
Ibrahim J. Gassama, University of Oregon School of Law
Carol Suzuki, University of New Mexico School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming; Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see p. 19)

Now with a new co-author, Carol Suzuki, the sixth edition of Tort Law and Practice continues to provide a rich context for the study of tort law fundamentals and policies. This innovative, student-friendly casebook thoroughly develops the core torts principles, and enhances student learning through the use of cases, notes, questions, and problems, as well as element summaries and flow charts. The materials also provide opportunities to consider the application of tort law in the context of our diverse communities: for example, the book treats important but often overlooked issues of fairness in tort damages based on race, ethnicity, and gender. The casebook also takes a first step in dealing with torts issues related to automated vehicles.

Civil Procedure
Cases, Materials, and Questions
Eighth Edition
Richard D. Freer, Emory University School of Law
Wendy Collins Perdue, University of Richmond School of Law
Robin Efron, Brooklyn Law School
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming; Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see p. 19)

This innovative casebook is accessible to first-year students and exposes them to the richness of the course. Each chapter begins with an “Introduction and Integration” section, which provides an overview and indicates how the materials relate to other topics. The book features clear original textual explication to set up consideration of cases and addresses strategic, ethical, and remedial issues encountered in civil litigation. The eighth edition is wholly up-to-date through the federal rule amendments of 2020 and adds new co-author Robin Efron.

Contracts
A Context and Practice Casebook
Third Edition
Michael H. Schwartz, University of the Pacific
McGeorge School of Law
Adrian J. Walters, Chicago-Kent College of Law
Teacher’s Manual: Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see p. 19)

This innovative contracts text adopts a learner-centered approach and draws deeply on contemporary learning theory. The book includes dozens of problems, many of which the authors created in collaboration with practicing attorneys, and, in the very extensive teacher’s manual, learning objectives for each doctrinal area, dozens of multiple-choice questions, and very detailed teaching notes.

Succeeding in Law School
Third Edition
Herbert N. Ramy, Suffolk University Law School

In the third edition of Succeeding in Law School, Professor Ramy continues his mission of demystifying the law school experience. In addition to essential chapters on topics like course outlining, legal writing, and exam preparation, this edition includes multiple new exercises so that students can self-assess in order to improve their analytical abilities.

Click & Learn
Civil Procedure
Angela Upchurch, Southern Illinois University School of Law
Susan Gilles, Capital University Law School
Cynthia M. Ho, Loyola Law School Chicago

Click & Learn Civil Procedure (CLCP) is an online and self-paced interactive tool that helps law students learn, practice, and master civil procedure. CLCP has thousands of questions targeted at beginner, intermediate, and advanced skill levels and gives immediate expert feedback after every question. The questions cover all of the major topics taught in first-year civil procedure courses, guiding students through the process of reading and understanding cases, statutes, and rules, as well as how to synthesize and apply this knowledge. Click and Learn includes a detailed teacher’s manual, including a concordance to many Civil Procedure casebooks so that it can be easily integrated into your existing syllabus. clickandlearguide.com
ACCOUNTING

Legal Accounting
Principles and Applications
Douglas Michael, University of Kentucky College of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Legal Accounting: Principles and Applications gives law students the tools they need to become sophisticated users of financial information on their clients’ behalf. The three main units cover basic concepts (financial statement generation, analysis, standardization), accounting topics that involve lawyers (revenues, expenses, contingent liabilities, equity accounting, business combinations), and legal topics that involve accounting concepts (internal controls, accounting terms in agreements and litigation, business valuation, liability for misleading statements). The materials can be used for a basic financial literacy text for students or a complete two- or three-credit course in accounting and finance law.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Administrative Law
A Context and Practice Casebook
Second Edition
Richard Henry Seamon, University of Idaho College of Law
Casebook, 2020, 966 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-0736-6, $150.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The second edition of Administrative Law helps students prepare for the practice of administrative law. It uses a broad problem-solving framework to explore agency rulemaking, agency adjudication, and judicial review of agency action. Most of the book’s chapters are framed by chapter problems and include multiple exercises for in-class discussion. The text also provides learning tools such as checklists and graphics for the purpose of building practice-oriented knowledge and skills.

Administrative Law and Process
Fourth Edition
Alfred C. Aman, Jr., Indiana University Maurer School of Law
William Penniman, Eversheds Sutherland LLP, Retired
Landyn Wm. Rookard, Harris, Wiltshire & Grannis LLP
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Administrative law processes enhance participation, transparency, fairness, and access to information in administrative agencies and the government generally. The fourth edition of Administrative Law and Process highlights these issues in a timely manner through both classic and current cases. In Part I, we examine how agencies exercise their powers. In Part II, we explore the structural and constitutional issues that flow from legislative, executive, and judicial oversight. Key doctrines of administrative law are thoroughly addressed throughout this book, to which Part III adds a new dimension. It focuses directly on how lawyers actually practice administrative law through a series of drafting and strategic planning problems. The three parts of the book are closely interrelated giving professors the option of involving students in simulations that relate to the doctrines and issues they are studying.

Administrative Law
Cases and Materials
Eighth Edition
The late Charles Koch, Jr., The College of William and Mary School of Law
William S. Jordan, III, The University of Akron School of Law
Richard W. Murphy, Texas Tech University School of Law
Louis J. Virelli, III, Stetson University College of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This casebook is designed to help students develop a holistic and pragmatic sense of administrative law through use of an extended hypothetical based on a (fictional) model enabling act, the Wine Trade Commission Act. Each topic in the casebook begins with a problem that requires students to apply doctrines and principles drawn from the materials that follow. As the semester progresses, students gain valuable practice applying administrative law’s abstractions to concrete situations while learning how the provisions of the enabling act and the APA interrelate.

ADMIRALTY LAW

Admiralty and Maritime Law in the United States
Cases and Materials
Fourth Edition
The late David W. Robertson, University of Texas School of Law
Steven F. Friedell, Rutgers School of Law-Camden
Michael F. Sturley, University of Texas School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The maritime law of the United States is harmonious in broad outline with the laws of other maritime nations, but it has a unique structure—tied to the U.S. Constitution and the Judiciary Act of 1789—entailing a special set of intellectual challenges. Admiralty and Maritime Law in the United States is a leading casebook that reveals the areas of international harmony and explores the U.S. law’s special features.

ADR/NEGO TIATION/MEDIATION

The Art of Negotiation in the Business World
Second Edition
Charles B. Craver, George Washington University Law School
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This book thoroughly explores one of the most basic skills employed by business persons on a regular basis. They negotiate with their own superiors, subordinates, and colleagues, and with many external parties. Most business persons have had minimal training with respect to this critical area. This book is designed to demonstrate how structured bargaining interactions are. It explores different negotiator styles, verbal and nonverbal communication, the six distinct stages of bargaining interactions, and a variety of negotiating tactics. Transnational negotiations are covered, as are different alternative dispute resolution techniques. Various ethical issues relevant to bargaining interactions are also included. A number of different negotiation exercises are included in the teacher’s manual.
Effective Legal Negotiation and Settlement
*Ninth Edition*
Charles B. Craver, George Washington University Law School

_Teacher’s Manual forthcoming_

This book thoroughly explores one of the most basic skills employed by lawyers on a regular basis. They negotiate with their own colleagues, with their own clients, and on behalf of clients with other parties. Most attorneys have had minimal training with respect to this critical area. This book is designed to demonstrate how structured bargaining interactions are. It explores different negotiator styles, verbal and nonverbal communication, the six distinct stages of bargaining interactions, and various negotiating tactics. It describes various issues negotiators should be familiar with, plus the possible impact of ethnicity and gender issues on individuals negotiating with others. Transnational negotiations are covered, as are mediation concepts.

Skills & Values: Legal Negotiating
*Fourth Edition*
Charles B. Craver, George Washington University Law School

_Teacher’s Manual forthcoming_

This book explores one of the most basic skills employed by lawyers on a regular basis. They negotiate with their colleagues, clients, and on behalf of clients with other parties. The book can be used as the primary text in a Negotiations class or as one of several books. It explores the six distinct stages of bargaining interactions, and various negotiating tactics attorneys might use. It covers various psychological factors likely to influence bargaining interactions, plus the possible impact of ethnicity and gender on such endeavors. It has separate chapters covering plea bargaining, transnational interactions, human rights negotiations, and multi-party dealings. Negotiating exercises are included at the end of chapters to demonstrate the specific areas covered in those chapters.

ANTITRUST LAW

Antitrust Law
*Policy and Practice*  
*Fifth Edition*
C. Paul Rogers, III, Southern Methodist University  
Dedman School of Law  
William R. Andersen, University of Washington School of Law, Emeritus

_Teacher’s Manual forthcoming_

The fifth edition of *Antitrust Law: Policy and Practice* is newly updated, reorganized, and streamlined to reflect the changing landscape of antitrust law. It still contains significant material on antitrust policy and practice without sacrificing its emphasis on the core substantive antitrust law under the Sherman and Clayton Acts. Shorter chapters provide the instructor with more options on course coverage and the problems interspersed in the book still provide instructors with the choice of teaching the course using a more problem-based approach.

ART LAW

Mastering Art Law
*Second Edition*
Herbert Lazerow, San Diego School of Law


This work tracks all art law casebooks. It deals with the rights and responsibilities of artists and collectors in areas such as freedom of expression, copyright, moral rights, and tax. It treats commercial dealings in art, such as authentication or ownership of the work (including litigation problems), and commercial relationships between artists, collectors, dealers, auction houses and financiers, as well as legal problems of museums. Preservation of art in war is discussed, as well as its movement across national boundaries and historic preservation, the ownership of artifacts found on land or underwater, and Native American items.

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Bankruptcy Law
*Principles, Policies, and Practice*  
*Fifth Edition*
Charles Tabb, University of Illinois College of Law  
Ralph Brubaker, University of Illinois College of Law

_Teacher’s Manual forthcoming_

Bankruptcy Law: Principles, Policies, and Practice puts bankruptcy law in context, illuminating the evolution of the Bankruptcy Code with an exploration of current and historical non-bankruptcy remedies. The book continually approaches each topic through the goals of creditors and debtors, exploring how each is served in various parts of the Code. Extensive questions and numerous problems focus student attention on the mechanics of the bankruptcy process. But they do so through the lens of history and policy, and they explain why the law is the way it is.
Banking and Financial Services Law

Cases, Materials, and Problems
Fourth Edition

Michael P. Mallow, University of the Pacific
McGeorge School of Law

Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This casebook is designed to serve either as a casebook for a standard course in financial services regulation or as a basic reading-and-resource text for an advanced seminar. It covers supervision and regulation of the full range of the depository institutions industry. The fourth edition is extensively restructured to integrate fully such issues as post-Meltdown regulation of financial services, changes in regulatory approaches advanced by the new administration, the new Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act, and other significant policy changes in banking regulation.

CHINESE LAW

Chinese Law in Context
Chenglin Liu, St. Mary’s University School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Chinese Law in Context provides a unique perspective on the Chinese legal system. It first offers insight into Chinese legal history and the impact of Confucianism. Then, by examining significant crimes and corruption during the past two decades, the book analyzes constitutional law, property law, and tort law from a comparative perspective. It also covers food and drug safety laws and regulations, which are rarely addressed in other works but are increasingly critical in the context of U.S.-China bilateral trade relations.

CIVIL PROCEDURE (ALSO SEE PAGE 1)

Practicing Civil Discovery
William M. Janssen, Charleston School of Law
Steven Baicker-Mckee, Duquesne University School of Law

Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Written by two litigators-turned-professors with more than forty years of combined experience in nationwide complex litigation, Practicing Civil Discovery is a nuanced, practice-focused simulation resource for learning the process of civil discovery. Ideal either as a primary, stand-alone coursebook for upper-level litigation “skills” courses or as a simulation companion for first-year civil procedure courses, this text provides context-setting orientations to each discovery tool and process, explains how each functions in practice, includes hypotheticals to refine acquired knowledge and prompt classroom discussion, and supplies exemplar samples to illustrate discovery in operation. The book begins with a memorable fact pattern that serves as a canvas for student exploration and application, and includes a comprehensive teacher’s manual.

CIVIL RIGHTS

Race Law
Cases, Commentary, and Questions
Fifth Edition

F. Michael Higginbotham, University of Baltimore School of Law

Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Maintaining the easily readable style and tightly organized structure of the earlier editions, the fifth edition of Race Law provides an in-depth examination of the issue of race and values in the American legal process, from the formation of the United States Constitution in 1787 to the present. This book covers a unique blend of original source materials and scholarly analysis, including historical background information, legislation, judicial decisions, congressional hearings, commentary, biographical information, and questions. Fully revised and updated, it offers important new material on citizenship, immigration, politics, criminal justice, affirmative action, and voting rights, and important new cases such as Trump v. Hawaii, Flowers v. Mississippi, and Students for Fair Admissions v. Harvard College.

COMPARATIVE LAW

The Legal System Series

Alain A. Levasseur, Louisiana State University Law Center
J. Randall Trahan, Louisiana State University Law Center
David Gruning, Loyola Law School, New Orleans

The Legal System Series presents the main features of the history of various legal systems, their sources of law, their constitutional framework, their legal actors, their criminal law, their law of persons, family law, property law, law of contract, law on delictual liability, quasi-contracts, business entities, and labor-employment law.

The Legal System of the Netherlands

The Legal System of Romania
Forthcoming spring 2020, ISBN 978-1-5310-1829-0, paper

COMPUTER/CYBERLAW

Cybersecurity and Cyberlaw
Abraham Wagner, Columbia Law School
Nicholas Rostow, Yale Law School

Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Developments in communications and information technology, along with the introduction of new media, have had an enormous impact on almost all aspects of modern life. In law, areas such as law enforcement, national security, intellectual property, privacy, contracts, and tort law are affected. The rapid evolution of cyberspace has left vulnerabilities to fraud, abuse, and crime, as well as a new venue for warfare and espionage. Both statute and case law are moving to catch up to these new developments and address the challenges posed in meeting the security and privacy demands of society. This volume presents not only a background for understanding these critical issues, but various points of view from experts and case materials.
CONFLICT OF LAWS

Choice of Law
Patterns, Arguments, Practices
Joseph William Singer, Harvard Law School
Teacher's Manual forthcoming

This book provides a new way to learn about the topic of conflicts of law through experiential learning. Most books describe the approaches that have been adopted over time to decide conflicts of law. This book describes those approaches and includes the emerging Third Restatement. To promote experiential learning, it does more: First, it explains patterns of cases so that students can fit new cases into established frames of reference. Second, it distinguishes between easy cases and hard cases so students can determine when a case cannot be easily resolved. Third, it provides detailed arguments that are typically made on both sides of hard cases that fit the typical patterns. Fourth, it concludes with moot court exercises that students could perform in class to practice advocacy in this field and judging.

American Conflicts Law
Cases and Materials
Seventh Edition
Robert L. Felix, University of South Carolina School of Law, Emeritus
Ralph U. Whitten, Creighton University School of Law, Emeritus
Richard Henry Seamon, University of Idaho College of Law
Jesse M. Cross, University of South Carolina School of Law
Teacher's Manual forthcoming

The seventh edition of American Conflicts Law: Cases and Materials continues the organizational pattern of the sixth edition, along with the problem approach adopted there. This new edition updates all material, including the ongoing Restatement (Third) of Conflicts of Law and, in Chapter 3, the Supreme Court’s overruling of Nevada v. Hall in its latest decision in California Franchise Tax Board v. Hyatt

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Constitutional Torts
Fifth Edition
Sheldon H. Nahmod, Chicago-Kent College of Law
Michael L. Wells, University of Georgia School of Law
Fred Smith, Jr., University of California Berkeley School of Law
Teacher's Manual forthcoming

Now in its fifth edition, this casebook remains the only comprehensive treatment of section 1983 and Bivens litigation. It covers both the substantive constitutional law that is typically the basis for suits for damages and the obstacles to obtaining relief, such as official immunity and the obligation to show municipal policy or custom. It emphasizes not only Supreme Court case law but also important circuit court decisions on topics the Supreme Court infrequently addresses. The range of issues covered includes affirmative duties, preclusion doctrines, state court suits, attorney’s fees, statutes of limitations, and release-dismissal agreements.

The Mueller Investigation and Beyond
Ellen S. Podgor, Stetson University College of Law
Katrice Bridges Copeland, Penn State Law
Michael R. Dimino, Sr., Widener University
Commonwealth Law School
Ruthann Robson, CUNY School of Law
Louis J. Virelli, Ill., Stetson University College of Law
Andrew M. Wright, Partner, K&L Gates
Ellen C. Yaroshesfsky, Hofstra University School of Law

The Mueller Investigation and issues emanating from that investigation are at the heart of this book, providing a contextual setting for learning and reviewing materials across the law school curriculum. The book includes cases, essays, and other materials that allow it to be used as a capstone course for classroom discussion in areas of administrative law, civil procedure, counterintelligence and congressional investigative activity, constitutional law, criminal law and procedure, election law, evidence, and professional responsibility.

Current Issues in Constitutional Litigation
A Context and Practice Casebook
Third Edition
Sarah E. Ricks, Rutgers School of Law-Camden
Evelyn Tenenbaum, Albany Law School
Teacher's Manual forthcoming

This casebook focuses on the constitutional and statutory doctrines necessary to litigate 4th, 8th, and 14th Amendment claims, 1st Amendment religion claims that arise in prison, and the 11th Amendment defense. Every chapter places students in roles as practitioners handling simulated law practice problems; provides a doctrinal overview; includes exercises, visual aids, and questions to guide student reading; and includes materials that help students reflect on their professional roles. The third edition has new Supreme Court and circuit court authority, new jury instructions, and new exercises to help students become practice-ready. It is adaptable for a 2-, 3-, or 4-credit course or for a Section 1983 constitutional clinic.

Abortion under State Constitutions
A State-by-State Analysis
Third Edition
Paul Benjamin Linton, Attorney-at-Law

Abortion under State Constitutions remains the only comprehensive treatment of abortion as a state constitutional right. Since the second edition was published, state challenges to abortion regulations have been considered by multiple state supreme courts, one state amended its constitution to make it “abortion neutral,” and three states repealed their pre-Roe v. Wade abortion statutes. In addition to evaluating these developments, this edition discusses case law and statutory changes in other states that may bear on whether a state supreme court would recognize a right to abortion. This edition also includes an appendix of the constitutional provisions cited and a topical index.
**Contracts**

*The Five Essential Concepts*

Lea Brilmayer, Yale Law School
Morgane Richer La Fleche, Illustrator


*Contracts: The Five Essential Concepts* is a refreshing introduction to the essential foundations of one of the most important subjects in the first year law school curriculum. It can be read and enjoyed by both complete beginners and those who already know the basics but want to understand the subject at a deeper level. *Contracts* is written in an engaging, informal style. It combines discussion of a small number of important precedents with highly accessible explanations of many of the most challenging topics: consideration; contract formation under the traditional common law and the Uniform Commercial Code; the Statute of Frauds and the Parol Evidence Rule; conditions and mutual mistake; and quasi-contracts.

**Contracts**

*Cases, Text, and Problems*

Second Edition

Charles Calleros, Arizona State University Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law
Stephen Gerst, Retired Judge, Arizona Superior Court

Casebook, 2020, 830 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1760-6, $120.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

*Contracts: Cases, Text, and Problems* provides a student-friendly combination of introductory explanations, cases and statutes, and numerous exercises. The content and organization of the second edition is designed to maximize each student’s comprehension and development of analytic skills. Charts and diagrams provide additional guidance to visual learners. The text, article excerpts, cases, and exercises occasionally touch upon legal history, comparative law, international law, economic analysis, and professional responsibility in order to better help students place the contracts material in a broader context. The second edition combines classic cases, such as the Carbolic Smoke Ball case, with more recent cases, including many published within the previous decade.

**Transactional Skills**

*Contract Preparation and Negotiating (What to Do — and What Not to Do)*

Peter Siviglia, Attorney-at-Law

2020, 168 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1535-0, $29.00, paper

*Transactional Skills* presents the three essential skills required for proper contract preparation. First, the book introduces the student to the basic principles and ethics of writing a contract. Second, it introduces the student to basic contract terms and how to deal with those terms, as well as to certain basic contracts that the student will encounter as a practicing attorney. And finally, *Transactional Skills* provides the student with basic negotiating tools and how to use them, derived from more than 50 years of practice. The book is designed to work either as a stand-alone text or interactively with the second edition of *Exercises in Commercial Transactions*, published by Carolina Academic Press.

**COPYRIGHT LAW**

**Copyright Law**

Eleventh Edition

Craig Joyce, University of Houston Law Center
Tyler T. Ochoa, Santa Clara University School of Law
Michael Carroll, American University Washington College of Law

Teacher’s Manual

The eleventh edition includes significant updates reflecting recent legislation, new judicial precedents, and updates to Copyright Office rules. Major changes include revision of the useful articles section in the wake of *Star Athletica*, revisions of the sections on music to reflect the Music Modernization Act, and updates throughout the book to reflect significant federal appellate decisions. Some illustrations have been updated or supplemented to reflect these changes in the law.

**Understanding Copyright Law**

Seventh Edition

Marshall A. Leaffer, Indiana University Maurer School of Law


The seventh edition of *Understanding Copyright Law* is a major revision of this classic student treatise. In addition to including the latest case law developments, this edition incorporates the Music Modernization Act of 2018. The seventh edition covers all aspects of the MMA, a dazzling legislative overhaul of the musical copyright, which, among its other provisions, creates a new blanket license for digital deliveries and provides protection to pre-1972 sound recordings.

**Modernizing Copyright Law for the Digital Age**

Constitutional Foundations for Reform

Randolph J. May, President, Free State Foundation
Seth L. Cooper, Senior Fellow, Free State Foundation

2020, 294 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1600-5, $40.00, paper

Current U.S. copyright law fails to protect adequately copyrighted works from infringement enabled by modern-day digitization and internet connectivity. The law needs updating to curb the billions in economic losses caused annually by bad actors in America and abroad. This timely book details steps that Congress should consider for updating copyright policy in hot-topic areas, including music royalties, Copyright Office reform, civil enforcement, criminal enforcement, and international protections.
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CORPORATIONS

The Essays of Warren Buffett
Lessons for Corporate America
Fifth Edition
Lawrence A. Cunningham, George Washington University Law School
Warren E. Buffett, Chief Executive Officer of Berkshire Hathaway

The fifth edition of The Essays of Warren Buffett: Lessons for Corporate America continues a 25-year tradition of collating Warren Buffett’s philosophy in a historic collaboration between Mr. Buffett and Prof. Lawrence Cunningham. As the book Buffett autographs most, its popularity and longevity attest to the widespread appetite for this unique compilation of Mr. Buffett’s thoughts that is at once comprehensive, non-repetitive, and digestible.

Corporations
A Contemporary Approach
Fifth Edition
Michael R. Diamond, Georgetown University Law Center
Casebook, 2019, 1116 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1156-7, $150.00
Teacher’s Manual

Integrating economics, sociology, philosophy, and psychology, the book investigates contemporary corporate issues through cases and materials that situate the corporation in its social and political setting. This casebook updates the organization of the traditional materials on directors’ and officers’ duties by integrating materials such as derivative litigation and indemnification. The notes and questions provoke thought not only on legal issues and the relationship between cases and theories, but also on the effect corporations have on their constituents and communities. Additionally, one chapter devoted to the corporation’s place in modern society covers traditional issues as well as more novel ones. The fifth edition has been updated with new cases and new material on fiduciary duties, securities regulation (including new material on Regulation D), say on pay, and insider trading), and expanded material on the choice of form.

CRIMINAL LAW

Criminal Law
Cases and Materials
Fourth Edition
Arnold Loevy, Texas Tech University School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Criminal Law: Cases and Materials is unique in that it is designed to focus students’ attention on the problem at hand as illustrated by the case they are studying. Before each case, the student is told why the case has been included and what they should be considering when reading the case, while the notes and questions focus on some of the more difficult issues under consideration, all of which promotes greater student preparation and engagement with the material.

Mastering Criminal Procedure
Third Edition
Peter J. Henning, Wayne State University Law School
Cynthia E. Jones, American University Washington College of Law
Ellen S. Podgor, Stetson University College of Law
Karen McDonald Henning, University of Detroit Mercy Law School
Sanjay K. Chhablani, Syracuse University College of Law


The focus of the third edition of Mastering Criminal Procedure, Volume 1: The Investigative Stage is on the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments as they relate to the warrant requirement for searches, exceptions that allow warrantless searches, the seizure of evidence and individuals, and the interrogation of suspects.

Mastering Criminal Procedure, Volume 2: The Adjudicatory Stage focuses on the charging and trial process of a criminal case from the filing of charges against a defendant through the pre-trial and trial stages of the prosecution, and then post-conviction proceedings. The third edition provides updated treatment of the latest Supreme Court decisions along with a range of statutes and rules that govern the process by which a criminal charge is adjudicated.
Illegal Drug and Marijuana Law
Alex Kreit, Thomas Jefferson School of Law
Casebook, 2019, 1,128 pp, ISBN 978-1-61163-789-2, $147.00
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Illegal Drug and Marijuana Law provides comprehensive coverage of the many fascinating issues of law and policy related to the criminalization and regulation of mind-altering substances. The book can be used as the primary or exclusive text in a range of law school courses. Whether for a seminar on the war on drugs, an advanced criminal law course on drug crimes, a survey course on controlled substances law, or a summer study abroad course on international drug control, Illegal Drug and Marijuana Law is designed for easy adoption and with flexibility in mind. The memorable cases and thought-provoking excerpts of academic articles lend themselves to lively class discussions.

Marijuana Law and Policy
Douglas A. Berman, The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law
Alex Kreit, Thomas Jefferson School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Marijuana Law and Policy is a new casebook providing an overview of the dynamic legal and policy issues surrounding the fast-evolving forms and reforms of modern marijuana doctrines. The text explores the history of, and policy debates over, marijuana prohibitions as well as the legal doctrines related to their criminal enforcement. It also reviews the diverse regulatory structures and rules that are now emerging as a growing number of states embrace medical and adult-use marijuana regimes.

Energy Law: A Context and Practice Casebook
Second Edition
Joshua P. Fershee, Creighton University School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This second edition of Energy Law: A Context and Practice Casebook offers a comprehensive and practical introduction to energy law. The book is designed to support an energy survey course and provides a practical overview of each topic, with “practice notes” placed throughout the text. The book begins by having students engage with energy law issues in familiar areas, such as property, contracts, and administrative law. The remainder of the book is structured by industry sector, the way such issues are often confronted in practice, rather than by natural resource, which has often been the educational approach.

Environmental Justice: Law, Policy, and Regulation
Third Edition
Clifford Villa, University of New Mexico School of Law
Nadia Ahmad, Barry University School of Law
Rebecca Bratspies, CUNY School of Law
Roger Lin, UC Berkeley Environmental Law Clinic
Clifford Rechtschaffen, Golden Gate University School of Law
Eileen Gauna, University of New Mexico School of Law
Catherine A. O’Neill, Seattle University School of Law
Forthcoming spring 2020, ISBN 978-1-5310-1238-0, paper
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This updated edition explores theory and practice in this dynamic subject, which fuses environmental law and civil rights enforcement. From early concerns over toxic waste in minority communities, environmental justice expanded to consider the range of environmental threats facing poor, immigrant, and indigenous communities; women, children, and seniors; and other vulnerable populations. Featuring new chapters addressing disaster justice and food justice, this new edition also expands coverage of environmental enforcement, contaminated sites, climate justice, and environmental justice in Indian country, all with an eye towards identifying modern challenges and available tools for the continuing pursuit of environmental justice.
EVIDENCE

Evidence Problems and Materials
Sixth Edition
Steven I. Friedland, Elon University School of Law
John P. Sahl, The University of Akron School of Law
2020, 644 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1319-6, $104.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual

The sixth edition of Evidence Problems and Materials is an even better “learning by doing” book than before. It includes a broader variety of context to help promote deeper learning, such as “practical tips” and “back- ground box” components. Further, given that the major context of evidence law is the trial, students are given sample objections with which to apply the rules they are learning. The book continues to offer students various structures to help frame the major areas of evidence law, such as outlines at the beginning of each chapter and reviews at the end. These “bookends” guide students to better organize and synthesize the material. This edition also reworks the ever growing material of the Confrontation Clause, while continuing to be distinctive in highlighting ethical considerations concerning lawyers and the use of evidence.

Evidentiary Foundations
Eleventh Edition
Edward J. Imwinkelried, University of California at Davis School of Law, Emeritus

Covering all major evidentiary doctrines, this text provides a blueprint for introduction of evidence at trial. It enables the student to convert a sentence in the Federal Rules of Evidence into a line of questioning to be used at trial and to picture the manner in which the rules of evidence operate in court. After a brief narrative discussion, the book dissects each major evidentiary doctrine into a list of foundational elements. The eleventh edition includes a new subsection on the authentication of printouts of records maintained on a blockchain, new coverage on the doctrine of objective chances, and a discussion of the 2019 amendment to Rule 807 (residual hearsay exception).

FASHION LAW

The Business and Law of Fashion and Retail
Barbara Kolsun, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law
Douglas Hand, Partner, Hand Baldachin & Associates LLP
Casebook, Forthcoming summer 2020, ISBN 978-1-5310-1319-6, $104.00, paper
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The Business and Law of Fashion and Retail, edited by two veterans of the fashion world with contributions from lawyers of many of the top fashion companies, is the only law and business school casebook that covers not only intellectual property but sustainability, fashion finance, privacy, the new world of advertising, employment, and a chapter on comparative international law. This casebook will be a perfect text for courses in Fashion Law, Retail Law, and business school courses related to those industries.

FIRST AMENDMENT LAW

The First Amendment
Cases, Problems, and Materials
Sixth Edition
Russell L. Weaver, University of Louisville Louis D. Brandeis School of Law
Catherine Hancock, Tulane University School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

In creating this book, the authors of The First Amendment sought to create a “teacher’s book”—a book that is easy to use, that produces rewarding classroom discussion, and that enables students to learn the concepts, doctrines, and analytical tools that underlie the First Amendment. Like earlier editions, this fully updated edition uses problems to help students understand First Amendment theory, lead students to greater insights, generate classroom interactivity, and facilitate effective and inspired learning.

Understanding the First Amendment
Seventh Edition
Russell L. Weaver, University of Louisville Louis D. Brandeis School of Law
Forthcoming spring 2020, ISBN 978-1-5310-1859-7, $51.00, paper

The overarching objective of Understanding the First Amendment is to facilitate student learning efficiency and academic success. Toward this end, the fully updated edition focuses upon core subject matter that is likely to be tested in a law school examination or on the bar examination. The book also provides tools that enable students to organize the course and their understanding in a way that enhances retention.

FOOD LAW

Food and Drug Regulation
A Statutory Approach
Adam I. Muchmore, Penn State Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This book presents food and drug regulation as a statutory subject. It is organized around the structure of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), and emphasizes guided reading of statutes, regulations, and federal register documents. Cases are presented primarily when they involve major issues of statutory interpretation, are historically significant, or are in one of the areas where caselaw plays a major role. The book is designed to work with a statutory and regulatory supplement provided as a PDF. The statutes and regulations in this free supplement have been aggressively edited, like the cases in a traditional casebook, to make it easier for students to engage with them directly.

Visit CAPLAW.COM to learn about our new and forthcoming titles, request examination copies, view tables of contents and tables of cases, or submit a manuscript proposal.
GENDER AND SEXUALITY LAW

Sexual Harassment Law
History, Cases, and Practice
Second Edition
Jennifer Ann Drobac, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law
Carrie N. Baker, Smith College
Rigel C. Oliveri, University of Missouri School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Sexual Harassment Law: History, Cases, and Practice is the only comprehensive textbook covering the origins and development of U.S. sexual harassment law in employment, education, housing, prisons, and the military. Beginning with the first sexual harassment cases in the early 1970s and extending through the contemporary #MeToo movement, this book examines statutory law, federal regulations, case law, and legal reasoning. In addition to careful analysis of relevant law, this textbook reviews topics such as street harassment, online harassment, extra-legal responses to misconduct, mandatory arbitration, and nondisclosure agreements.

Gender Identity and Law
David B. Cruz, USC Gould School of Law
Jillian T. Weiss, Law Office of Jillian T. Weiss
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Gender Identity and the Law is the first law textbook to focus on the legal treatment of transgender, gender nonconforming, and non-binary individuals, primarily through U.S. materials but also incorporating legal developments in other parts of the world. The book will provide students with an understanding of the decades-long revolution in law and society regarding the concepts of gender identity and expression that affect trans people in numerous settings. From gender variation in the ancient world to contemporary conflicts such as the ban on military service by transgender persons, the book empowers students to address anti-trans prejudice and to help meet the needs of transgender persons.

HEALTH LAW

Readings in Comparative Health Law and Bioethics
Third Edition
Nathan Cortez, SMU Dedman School of Law, Editor
I. Glenn Cohen, Harvard Law School, Editor
Timothy Stoltzfus Jost, Washington and Lee University School of Law, Editor
2020, 566 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-0245-9, $88.00, paper

Readings in Comparative Health Law and Bioethics examines how different countries around the world approach the same challenges in health care law and ethics: how to finance care for as many people as possible; how to ensure quality care; how to best secure patients' rights; how to regulate abortion, end of life decision making, and assisted reproduction; and how to manage infectious diseases, tobacco use, and human subject research. The new edition considers a broader array of countries, particularly from Asia, Latin America, Africa, and the Middle East.

HUMAN RIGHTS

International Human Rights
Law, Policy, and Process
Fifth Edition
David Weissbrodt, University of Minnesota Law School
Jena Martin, West Virginia University College of Law
Teacher’s Manual with PowerPoint slides forthcoming

The new edition of the International Human Rights casebook has been streamlined to focus on the core elements of the subject, while providing ample coverage of core topics for instructors. Section 1 provides both theoretical and practical context for our current International Human Rights Law (IHRL) Framework, Section 3 examines regional differences regarding how IHRL is implemented, and in Section 5 students examine how IHRL intersects with many different fields of law, including humanitarian law, criminal law, and labor law. Other sections examine sources of international law and specific, substantive human rights to provide a comprehensive review.

INDIAN AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES LAW

Mastering American Indian Law
Second Edition
Angelique Wambdi EagleWoman, Mitchell Hamline School of Law
Stacy L. Leeds, University of Arkansas School of Law

Mastering American Indian Law is designed to provide readers with an overview of the field and serve as a useful supplement to classroom instruction covering tribal law, federal Indian law, and tribal-state relations. Throughout the text, explanations of the relevant interaction between tribal governments, the federal government, and state governments are included in the various subject areas. This second edition keeps pace with legal developments in policy, federal law, and court decisions, while it continues to fill a unique niche as a primary and secondary text for courses in the field.

INSURANCE LAW

Principles of Insurance Law
Fifth Edition
Jeffrey Stempel, University of Nevada, Las Vegas William S. Boyd School of Law
Erik Knutsen, Queen’s University Faculty of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The fifth edition of Principles of Insurance Law has been substantially revised, reorganized, and updated. The book has been re-envisioned to make it as “ready to teach” as possible, with the busy practitioner-instructor in mind. Substantially shortened, this new edition has been re-designed to best fit with how instructors would organize a typical insurance course. Problems are designed to draw out the controversies and challenges that make insurance law such a fascinating field, while also giving students a taste of how a typical insurance law problem may arrive at a practitioner’s door.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Understanding Intellectual Property Law

Fourth Edition

Tyler T. Ochoa, Santa Clara University School of Law
Shubha Ghosh, Syracuse University College of Law
Mary LaFrance, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
William S. Boyd School of Law

2020, 856 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1567-1, $53.00, paper

The fourth edition of Understanding Intellectual Property Law covers all of the topics and issues likely to be addressed in an intellectual property survey course, including important developments in the four years since the third edition was published. During that period, the Supreme Court decided 20 intellectual property cases (including four concerning “inter partes” review), the federal Courts of Appeals decided more than 1,100 intellectual property cases, and Congress enacted the Music Modernization Act of 2018.

Intellectual Property

A Survey of the Law

Second Edition

Ned Snow, University of South Carolina School of Law

Teacher’s Manual Forthcoming; Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see p. 19)

Intellectual Property: A Survey of the Law teaches the law of trademark, copyright, patent, and trade secret. The casebook presents the material so that it is accessible to students and explains the black-letter rules and underlying policies in a straightforward and simple manner. It provides examples, practice problems, and explanations for each area of the law, facilitating mastery of fundamental concepts.

Questions & Answers: Intellectual Property

Third Edition

Gary Myers, University of Missouri School of Law
Lee Ann W. Lockridge, Louisiana State University
Paul M. Hebert Law Center


The questions and answers in this book cover the broad subject of “intellectual property” in a comprehensive way, targeted to an introductory or survey course. All of the major topics in this fascinating area of law are included—namely, trademark, the right of publicity, trade secret, patent, and copyright—and the coverage has been updated with major changes in the law through mid-2019. The key aspects of each of these areas are systematically addressed using the following organization—subject matter and validity, ownership and duration of rights, infringement and remedies, and defenses and limitations.

INTERNATIONAL LAW

International Intellectual Property Law and Policy

Third Edition

Graeme Dinwoodie, Chicago-Kent College of Law
Graeme Austin, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
Shira Perlmutter, United States Patent & Trademark Office
Rochelle Dreyfuss, New York University School of Law

Teacher’s Manual Forthcoming

This substantial revision and update, with leading international patent scholar Rochelle Dreyfuss joining the author team, continues to offer comprehensive treatment of public international intellectual property law (the obligations regarding protection undertaken and imposed on states) found in treaties and similar instruments, as well as the growing body of private international law (conflicts) that regulates transborder intellectual property disputes. This edition reflects the most recent WTO dispute settlement decision in Australia—Plain Packaging, includes materials that explore the growing resort to investor-state dispute settlement in IP, and covers the rise of plurilateral and bilateral arrangements as part of the international IP regime. The book also frames a number of mechanisms by which international solutions are arising on the ground, including private ordering, in-transit seizures, and intermediary liability.

International Law and Foreign Direct Investment

Muna B. Ndulo, Cornell Law School
Abigail N. Chase, Cornell Law School

Teacher’s Manual Forthcoming

International Law and Foreign Direct Investment provides an overview of the law of foreign direct investments, incorporating a thorough exposition of the legal principles that are likely to affect a commercial investment in a foreign country. It analyzes the manner in which the principles have been interpreted and applied by international courts, domestic courts, and arbitral tribunals. The book should be of interest to both practitioners and scholarly lawyers.

International Business Transactions

Text, Cases, and Materials

Second Edition

Frank Emmert, Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law

Teacher’s Manual Forthcoming

This second edition offers an innovative combination of textbook and casebook focusing on the practice of IBT law. The book contains important cases, dozens of model contracts, checklists for the analysis of complex problems, and flow charts for decision-making procedures. There are updated chapters covering contracts for the international sale of goods and services under CISG, UCC, and other contract laws; letters of credit, documentary collection, and other payment arrangements; shipping; insurance contracts; and transnational litigation and international commercial arbitration, for the enforcement of rights and obligations.

LOOSELEAF PUBLISHING

Many of our books are available in looseleaf format. To find out if a publication is available as a looseleaf, please visit the book’s page at caplaw.com or call us at (800) 489-7486.
Understanding International Law
Third Edition
Stephen C. McCaffrey, University of the Pacific
McGeorge School of Law

This clearly written Understanding treatise is designed to explain what international law is, why it exists, and the basic subjects it covers. The law of treaties is given particular attention, chiefly because of the increasing importance of the treaty in international life. The number of treaties has mushroomed since the Second World War and many of these agreements include over 100 states as parties. Because of their number and the breadth of their coverage, treaties are thus the main form of international legislation.

INTRODUCTION TO LAW (ALSO SEE PAGE 1)

American Legal Systems
A Resource and Reference Guide
Third Edition
Toni M. Jaeger-Fine, Fordham Law School

American Legal Systems: A Resource and Reference Guide, now in its third edition, is a reader-friendly introduction to U.S. legal terms, institutions, and sources of law, including a discussion of precedent and the defining principle of stare decisis. Many of the concepts covered are tied to the realities of law practice. The text provides practice tips and instruction on how to prepare commonplace legal documents. The information is largely presented in charts, with explanatory interspatial text to provide context, and can be used as a complement to other coursework or on its own as an introduction to the U.S. legal system.

Introduction to the Law and Legal System of the United States
Larry Catá Backer, Penn State Law
Teacher's Manual (forthcoming)

Based on insights from years of teaching first-year law students, foreign lawyers, and students of politics and policy, this problem-oriented book guides students through a comprehensive study of the United States legal system. The book starts with the conceptual framework of U.S. law. It then guides students through the distinct sub-systems that in the aggregate constitute law in the United States: common law, equity, statutes, administrative regulations, and public-private hybrid governance. In each case it guides students through what makes each sub-system distinct with respect to its forms and practices.

Since some books are not generally available as complimentary copies, CAP offers professors the 25% discount that is detailed on the back of this mailer. Please notify CAP if you purchase a book and then choose to adopt it for a course. At that time, we will refund the purchase price.

Understanding Employment Law
Third Edition
Paul M. Secunda, Marquette University Law School
Richard A. Bales, Ohio Northern University Pettit College of Law, Emeritus
Jeffrey M. Hirsch, University of North Carolina School of Law

This new edition continues to strike a balance between comprehensiveness and selectivity. It provides the substantive material needed to succeed in practice and in the classroom and on final examinations, without overwhelming the reader with details that are unduly esoteric or tangential. The book begins first with common-law employment doctrines such as employment-at-will, employment contracts, employment torts, workplace privacy issues, and restrictive covenants. It then turns to federal and state statutory regulation of the workplace, covering topics such as compensation, employee benefits, and workplace safety legislation. The third edition provides an updated approach to a complex and multifaceted legal framework that is continually evolving.

The Law School Journey
A Calendar of Readings
James R. Elkins, West Virginia College of Law

In The Law School Journey, James R. Elkins offers students a newly minted view of legal education that follows in the humanistic tradition of Karl Llewellyn’s The Bramble Bush and James Boyd White’s The Legal Imagination: Studies in the Nature of Legal Thought and Expression. In this engaging collection of commentary and readings, Elkins invites students (and their teachers) to reflect on the nature of law school work, the culture in which it takes place, and the lasting effects of law school rites of passage on those who undertake the law school journey.

JURISPRUDENCE/PHILOSOPHY OF LAW

Jurisprudence
Theory and Context
Eighth Edition
Biran H. Bix, University of Minnesota Law School
2019, 368 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1794-1, $47.00, paper

Jurisprudence is aimed at students new to the study of legal philosophy, while also offering new ideas and perspectives that will be of interest to established scholars. The author seeks to explain the often complex and difficult ideas in jurisprudence clearly, but in a way that avoids distortion of the ideas through over-simplification. As well as introducing the reader to the fundamental themes in legal philosophy, it also describes and comments critically on the writing of the foremost legal theorists. The eighth edition expands and brings up to date the material in this popular text.

LABOR/EMPLOYMENT/WORK LAW

Understanding Employment Law
Third Edition
Paul M. Secunda, Marquette University Law School
Richard A. Bales, Ohio Northern University Pettit College of Law, Emeritus
Jeffrey M. Hirsch, University of North Carolina School of Law

This new edition continues to strike a balance between comprehensiveness and selectivity. It provides the substantive material needed to succeed in practice and in the classroom and on final examinations, without overwhelming the reader with details that are unduly esoteric or tangential. The book begins first with common-law employment doctrines such as employment-at-will, employment contracts, employment torts, workplace privacy issues, and restrictive covenants. It then turns to federal and state statutory regulation of the workplace, covering topics such as compensation, employee benefits, and workplace safety legislation. The third edition provides an updated approach to a complex and multifaceted legal framework that is continually evolving.
The tenth edition of *Planning and Control of Land Development: Cases and Materials* will be familiar territory to casebook adopters, whether they have used the casebook for many years or only used the last edition. This newest edition updates references extensively throughout and replaces some principal cases with newer and more relevant recent decisions. The accompanying teacher’s manual is an additional and important repository of useful information and resources.
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The Cherokee Supreme Court

1823–1835

J. Matthew Martin, Administrative Law Judge

This book demonstrates how the Cherokee people—prior to their removal on the Trail of Tears—used their judicial system as an external

exercise of both criminal and civil jurisdiction over American citizens, the roles of women and language in the Supreme Court, and how the courts were used to regulate the slave trade among the Cherokees.

Making Law in Papua New Guinea

The Colonial Origins of a Postcolonial Legal System

Bruce L. Ottley, DePaul University College of Law
Jean Zorn, CUNY School of Law
David Weisbrot, University of Sydney

This book demonstrates how the Cherokee people—prior to their removal on the Trail of Tears—used their judicial system as an external

exercise of both criminal and civil jurisdiction over American citizens, the roles of women and language in the Supreme Court, and how the courts were used to regulate the slave trade among the Cherokees.

LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING

The Pre-Writing Handbook for Law Students

A Step-by-Step Guide

Second Edition

Laura P. Graham, Wake Forest University School of Law
Miriam E. Felsenburg, Wake Forest University School of Law, Emerita
Teacher’s Manual

The Pre-Writing Handbook for Law Students describes a detailed, systematic approach to the task of analyzing a legal problem. The Handbook is designed to help students focus on and become competent in the process of legal analysis that precedes their work on early legal writing products such as memos, case briefs, and other documents.

Legal Analysis

The Fundamental Skill

Third Edition

David S. Romantz, University of Memphis Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law
Kathleen Elliott Vinson, Suffolk University Law School

The third edition of Legal Analysis: The Fundamental Skill continues to teach students the critical skills of legal reasoning. This popular book introduced the CREAC paradigm to law students. The third edition builds on the basics of the CREAC paradigm and explains how to use CREAC in a variety of additional ways. The book is a practical and clear guide that explains the many ways lawyers analyze the law. The authors demystify legal analysis through step-by-step explanations of the different levels of critical thinking to thoroughly explain and apply the law to a client’s case. New examples and exercises are also included.

The Complete Legal Writer

Second Edition

Alexa Z. Chew, University of North Carolina School of Law
Katie Rose Guest Pryan, Adjunct, University of North Carolina School of Law

The Complete Legal Writer uses genre discovery to teach students to guide themselves through the process of writing unfamiliar legal document types. Readers learn to write independently and to transfer their knowledge to upper-level classes and the workplace. The book also teaches research and citation literacy as integrated parts of the writing process. The authors provide three strong samples, an analysis of the genre, and specific questions to guide students as they study the samples. The second edition features updates throughout; new chapters on revision, editing, and giving feedback; and an appendix on conducting electronic research.

Modern Legal Scholarship

A Guide to Producing and Publishing Scholarly and Professional Writing

Christine Coughlin, Wake Forest University School of Law
Sandy Patrick, Lewis & Clark Law School
Matthew Houston, K&L Gates
Liz McCurry Johnson, Crosswhite, Crosswhite & Johnson

This book provides a comprehensive, reader-friendly approach to researching, writing, and publishing a variety of documents relevant to legal practice in today’s world, including law journal articles, seminar papers and capstone projects, bar journal articles, policy papers, op-eds, social media posts and blogs, and even creative works. With helpful examples and clear step-by-step instructions, this book meets writers where they are and encourages them to find their unique scholarly and professional voice.
Legal Argument
The Structure and Language of Effective Advocacy
Third Edition
James A. Gardner, University of Buffalo School of Law
Christine Bartholomew, University of Buffalo School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Legal Argument focuses on a critical, but often overlooked skill: the crafting of good legal arguments. The book instructs readers on how to use syllogistic reasoning to form winning legal arguments. It provides a step-by-step methodology, spelling out how skilled attorneys learn to read critically, identify positions and conclusions to defend, and, finally, generate grounded arguments supporting those conclusions. The book extensively illustrates its method with examples of how to convert conceptually sound arguments into persuasive written form.

Becoming a Legal Writer
A Workbook with Explanations to Develop Objective Legal Analysis and Writing Skills
Robin Boyle-Laisure, St. John’s University School of Law
Christine Coughlin, Wake Forest University School of Law
Sandy Patrick, Lewis & Clark Law School
Teacher’s Manual

This workbook will help develop two essential lawyering skills: objective analysis and writing. Providing ample foundation in every chapter followed by exercises, Becoming a Legal Writer is designed to complement any legal writing book or be used as a stand-alone text for academic support or pre-law instruction. Students will learn fundamental lawyering skills such as formulating questions to ask clients upon intake, exploring research strategies into systems of law, developing critical reading skills for statutes and cases, briefing cases, extrapolating implicit and explicit rules, synthesizing rules, organizing and applying the law into objective written analysis, and polishing their writing.

Understanding and Mastering The Bluebook®
A Guide for Students and Practitioners
Fourth Edition
Linda Barris, Professor of Legal Writing
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The Bluebook® provides the rules for legal citation, but can be intimidating and frustrating to use. With its simple building-block approach, this survival manual teaches how to understand and master the essential rules for legal practitioners. For readers interested in further practicing their citation skills, Linda Barris created Mastering The Bluebook® Interactive Exercises. The new edition (available summer 2020) will coordinate with both Understanding and Mastering The Bluebook®, Fourth Edition and The Bluebook®, 21st Edition (both available summer 2020)—see page 19.

E-BOOK PUBLISHING
Many of our books are available on various e-book platforms, including Kindle, Google Books, RedShelf, and the LexisNexis Store.
MILITARY LAW

Military Justice
Cases and Materials
Third Edition

Eugene R. Fidell, Yale Law School
Elizabeth L. Hillman, President, Mills College
Joshua E. Kastenberg, United States Air Force
Franklin D. Rosenblatt, U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps
Dwight H. Sullivan, U.S. Court of Appeals, Armed Services
Rachel E. VanLandingham, Southwestern Law School

Teacher’s Manual

There are already many articles and books about military justice, but the third edition of *Military Justice: Cases and Materials* is different. Rather than offering a staid recitation of military court rules and cases, this volume gives law professors a powerful tool to introduce students to military justice while also deepening their understanding of criminal law and procedure, comparative law, international law, and constitutional law. At a time of ongoing combat operations and high-profile courts-martial, students and professors now have a new framework through which to analyze and evaluate worldwide military justice.

POVERTY LAW

Poverty Law
Cases and Materials

Steven M. Virgil, Wake Forest University School of Law
Sherri Lawson Clark, Wake Forest University

Teacher’s Manual forthcom ing

*Poverty Law: Cases and Materials* begins by engaging students in thinking about what it is like to be poor and questioning commonly held conceptions about the poor. The book demonstrates that while programs may effectively become stop-gap measures preventing families from falling into utter destitution, they do not enable families to effectively leave poverty. Part III discusses the structures for advocacy in the legal system and the role of lawyers who represent the poor.

PROPERTY LAW

Property
Cases, Documents, and Lawyering Strategies
Fourth Edition

David Crump, University of Houston Law Center
David Caudill, Villanova University School of Law
David Charles Hricik, Mercer University School of Law

Teacher’s Manual forthcom ing

This book covers the traditional property law subjects, but it makes the subject come alive by using assessments that require students to understand aspects of property transactions that are important today. It covers the subjects that have long formed the backbone of a property law course—personal property, real estate transactions, servitudes, leases, common law estates, and land regulation.

Fundamentals of Property Law
Fifth Edition

Barlow Burke, American University College of Law
Ann M. Burkhart, University of Minnesota Law School
Thomas P. Gallanis, University of Iowa School Law

Casebook, 2020, 1034 pp, ISBN 978-1-5310-1658-6, $220.00
Teacher’s Manual

Now in its fifth edition, the strength of *Fundamentals of Property Law* has always been its comprehensiveness in both a traditional and innovative sense: The use of statutes makes it possible to focus some classes on statutory analysis. Shorter judicial opinions make it possible to lay out fundamental rules in one opinion and show their application in another. With these objectives in mind, the authors have followed four guidelines in preparing the casebook: (1) case selection has emphasized rules that are widely accepted in practice; (2) shorter cases have been preferred over longer ones; (3) many of the cases and notes that follow them deal with questions of statutory interpretation; and (4) the nature of the law of property is illuminated by many disciplines—much of the material in the casebook lends itself to a broad approach to the law.

A Student’s Guide to Estates in Land and Future Interests
Text, Examples, Problems, and Answers
Fourth Edition

Owen Anderson, University of Texas School of Law


This unique self-teaching guide facilitates the understanding of complex materials from Property courses. Chronologically organized material familiarizes students with basic concepts and necessary technical vocabulary. The author graphically explains complex concepts, and provides extensive problem and answer sets. Topics include basic possessory estates, remainders and executory interests in response to the statute of uses, modifications of the common law scheme, and interesting complexities and modern changes.

REAL ESTATE LAW

Commercial Leasing
A Transactional Primer
Third Edition

Daniel B. Bogart, Chapman University School of Law
Celeste Hammond, John Marshall Law School
Tanya Marsh, Wake Forest University School of Law

Teacher’s Manual forthcom ing

This text addresses a key component of real estate transactions practice—commercial leasing. Commercial leasing is an ideal upper-level real estate or transactions elective. This course helps students develop mastery in transactional skills that are transportable across practice areas. Students in a course based on this text confront substantive law, but, more importantly, students learn to tie their knowledge to transactional skills. The book incorporates lease documents provided by the ABA and other sources, including documents from well-regarded real estate attorneys. The third edition improves coverage of retail leases, and adds current cases and problems.
REFUGEE/IMMIGRATION LAW

Immigration and Nationality Law
Problems and Strategies
Second Edition
Lenni B. Benson, New York Law School
Stephen W. Yale-Loehr, Cornell Law School
Shoba Sivaprasad Wadhia, Penn State Law
Teacher’s Manual

This new edition introduces the reader to the legal concepts and experience of practicing immigration law by presenting the material through a series of hypotheticals. This book is designed for both law students and attorneys as it covers not only statutory provisions and key immigration law cases, but also provides an understanding to the many government agencies involved in the immigration process and how to navigate the wide variety of adjudications that are central to the U.S. immigration system. The book goes beyond doctrine to implications for strategies and policy.

REMEDIES

Remedies
A Practical Approach
David Charles Hricik, Mercer University School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

This new student-friendly remedies casebook is designed for use in the standard Remedies elective and also in capstone or bar prep courses. The book addresses the policies underlying remedies while teaching students the rules they will need to apply on bar exams. Primary cases apply the “bar rule,” and the notes that follow describe cases that adopt a different position. The book features abundant explanatory material and numerous practical lawyering problems and hypotheticals to help students test their understanding. The book is accompanied by a teacher’s manual and PowerPoint slides. The PowerPoint slides support bar preparation, and test key words and concepts.

SPORTS LAW

Sports Law
Cases and Materials
Ninth Edition
Ray Yasser, University of Tulsa College of Law
James R. McCurdy, Gonzaga University School of Law, Emeritus
C. Peter Goplerud, Ill, President of Florida Coastal School of Law
Maureen A. Weston, Pepperdine University School of Law
Teacher’s Manual

The ninth edition of this popular casebook follows the organization of prior editions: Amateur Sports, Professional Sports, and Issues Common to Both. Comprehensive enough to allow professors to select topics that are of most interest to them and their students, it uses a skills-oriented, problem-based approach to the study of sports law. The text also includes capstone problems and case simulations designed to facilitate both the review of doctrine and the energy of experiential learning.

TAXATION

The Income Taxation of Trusts and Estates
Jay A. Soled, Rutgers Business School
Alan S. Acker, Carlile Patchen & Murphy
Jeremiah W. Doyle, IV, Boston University School of Law
Steven G. Siegel, The Siegel Group
Sean R. Weissbart, Partner at Blank Rome LLP
Teacher’s Manual

The world of Subchapter J is imbued with mystique and, many commentators would argue, is not readily discernable—at least until now. This book is specifically designed to be user-friendly and will help students seeking mastery of this area with a GPS of sorts that will help them navigate this challenging landscape. Rather than delving too deeply into case law (a common practice in other textbooks), it highlights general concepts and ideas, focusing intently on those techniques and procedures that twenty-first century practitioners are employing today with their clients.

Understanding Corporate Taxation
Fourth Edition
Leandra Lederman, Indiana University Maurer School of Law
Michelle Kwon, University of Tennessee College of Law
Forthcoming summer 2020, ISBN 978-1-5310-1803-0, paper

This Understanding treatise is designed to provide a step-by-step explanation of the fundamentals of corporate tax law. It has been fully updated for the 2017 tax changes and includes charts, checklists, diagrams of transactions, and numerous examples. After an initial introductory chapter, six chapters cover events in the life cycle of a corporation. The next seven chapters cover S corporations, including the details of the new Qualified Business Income deduction; corporate reorganizations (in four chapters); carryover of tax attributes; and anti-abuse and special provisions, such as the accumulated earnings tax. The final two chapters discuss the important policy issues of corporate integration and corporate tax shelters.

TORTS (ALSO SEE PAGE 1)

The Modern Law of Torts
A Contemporary Approach
Douglas Lee Donoho, Nova Southeastern, Shepard Broad College of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

Unlike many textbooks, The Modern Law of Torts takes a very different approach to the role of cases. Each chapter starts with, and includes throughout, significant narrative explanations, laced with illustrations and guidance, rather than simply relying on a set of edited cases. Learning goals and outcomes are expressed for each chapter, followed by a clear pattern of assignments and problems that track those goals. Cases, almost all of which are recent, are included as illustrations of application, to expose dilemmas or problematic aspects of the doctrine, and as the means for problem solving. Students are expected to use the cases to problem solve, not simply read them to learn the rules. The book also takes a more practice-oriented approach than most, presenting frequent practical information and periodic practice-oriented exercises.
Torts
A Modern Approach
Alex B. Long, University of Tennessee College of Law
Teri Dobbins Baxter, University of Tennessee College of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming. Assessment available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see p. 19)

This casebook takes a modern approach to the learning that takes place in the first year of law school. It utilizes a mix of classic torts cases as well as more recent cases, and the notes are limited in number and length in the hopes of keeping students engaged. Each chapter begins with an outline of key concepts to help guide student learning and a hypothetical set of facts that students can use to orient themselves throughout the chapter. Assessment Content available via Core Knowledge for Lawyers (see page 19)

Advanced Torts
A Context and Practice Casebook
Second Edition
Alex B. Long, University of Tennessee College of Law
Meredith J. Duncan, University of Houston Law Center
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

The second edition of Advanced Torts focuses primarily on tort theories that are not covered in significant detail in the standard first-semester Torts course, such as legal malpractice, defamation, invasion of privacy, interference with contractual relations, misrepresentation and related theories, bad faith claims, aiding and abetting liability, and misuse of the legal process.

Advanced Tort Law
A Problem Approach
Third Edition
Vincent R. Johnson, St. Mary’s University School of Law
Teacher’s Manual forthcoming

For use in upper-level courses, the third edition of Advanced Tort Law focuses on five business torts: misrepresentation, defamation, invasion of privacy, tortious interference, and injurious falsehood. The law is explained in a clear narrative format. Every eight to ten pages, there is a discussion problem for students to prepare in advance of class. Questions and answers for exploring the fifty-eight discussion problems are suggested in the comprehensive teacher’s manual.

TRADEMARK LAW

Understanding Trademark Law
Fourth Edition
Mary LaFrance, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
William S. Boyd School of Law

This Understanding treatise is a comprehensive and up-to-date guide to the law of trademarks and unfair competition. It provides a thorough introduction to the federal laws protecting registered trademarks and trade dress, as well as the broad array of federal and state unfair competition doctrines that protect unregistered trademarks and trade dress.

TRADE SECRET LAW

Understanding Trade Secret Law
John G. Sprankling, University of the Pacific McGeorge School of Law
Thomas G. Sprankling, Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr LLP

Today the acquisition, control, and use of information drive both our economy and society in general. Trade secret law is the main tool for protecting valuable information. This treatise explains trade secret law clearly and succinctly, while being mindful of the evolving policies and tensions that underlie the field. It examines state law under the Uniform Trade Secrets Act and federal law under the 2016 Defend Trade Secrets Act, together with common law doctrine.

TRUSTS AND ESTATES

Decedents’ Estates
Cases and Materials
Fourth Edition
Raymond C. O’Brien, The Catholic University of America Columbus School of Law
Michael T. Flannery, University of Arkansas at Little Rock
William H. Bowen School of Law
Teacher’s Manual

The fourth edition of this casebook continues the use of fact-driven judicial decisions to illustrate the expanding list of transfer of wealth devices via non-probate trusts and payable-on-death options, valid Last Will and Testaments, and statutory intestate succession. But the fourth edition also includes material pertinent to the increasing usage of assisted reproduction, including surrogacy and the newly revised Uniform Parentage Act treatment of establishing paternity and maternity. The casebook also addresses the impact of nonmarital cohabitation on inheritance claims upon the death of a cohabiting partner.

Questions & Answers: Federal Estate & Gift Taxation
Third Edition
James M. Delaney, University of Wyoming College of Law
Elaine Hightower Gagliardi, University of Montana School of Law

The third edition of Questions & Answers: Federal Estate and Gift Taxation is a comprehensive updated study guide designed to prepare students for midterms and finals. It has most recently been updated to reflect changes made by the tax act of 2017, commonly referred to as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, as well as various new and different interpretations of the estate and gift tax code by courts. This study guide contains over 240 multiple-choice and short-answer questions that progress through topics similar in sequence and manner to many estate and gift tax courses taught at the law school level. It also contains a comprehensive practice exam designed to prepare students for final exams with explanations about each correct and incorrect answer choice.
Ruth Ann McKinney, University of North Carolina School of Law, Emerita
Katie Rose Guest Pryal, University of North Carolina School of Law, Adjunct

C GL is an online, self-directed learning tool designed to help law students, pre-law students, paralegal professionals, and practicing attorneys develop the grammar and punctuation skills that are prerequisites to successful legal writing. Students are first assessed with a diagnostic pre-test and then proceed through 24 highly interactive lessons filled with helpful instructions, examples, and tips. More than 120,000 students have completed Core Grammar, and CGL has been adopted by more than 140 law schools. coregrammarforlawyers.com

Linda Barris, Legal Writing Professor

MBIE is an online tool that helps students master legal citation through a series of exercises coordinated with Understanding and Mastering The Bluebook®. MBIE fully automates review of student answers by highlighting errors, providing correct answers, and explaining the correct citation form for each question. Feedback is provided immediately, allowing students to learn from mistakes before progressing. For professors, MBIE offers fully prepared tests covering essential case and statutory citation forms, as well as customizable tests allowing question selection from any exercise set, including advanced topics. MBIE's user-friendly interface gives professors the ability to monitor student progress, individually or by class. MBIE will be fully updated for the forthcoming 21st edition of The Bluebook® masteringthebluebook.com

CKL is Carolina Academic Press's new interactive teaching and testing platform. Built using the same principles as our other widely used programs (including Core Grammar for Lawyers, Click & Learn Civil Procedure, and Mastering The Bluebook® Interactive Exercises), CKL gives instructors and students the tools to supplement books and class time with interactive lessons and exercises. Practice sets are available for contracts, legal research, and other core subjects, with civil procedure, criminal law, torts, and intellectual property forthcoming in the spring. coreknowledgeforlawyers.com

2020 STATE-SPECIFIC PUBLICATIONS (THROUGH AUGUST)

Analyzing Florida's Constitution

Civil Litigation in New York: Seventh Edition

Florida Civil Procedure: Cases and Materials, Third Edition
Juan Ramirez & Jose M. Rodriguez, 2020, 1216 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1316-5, $150.00, casebound, TM

Florida Family Law: Text and Commentary, 2019 Statutes
Phyllis Coleman, 2020, 808 pp, ISBN: 978-1-5310-1799-6, $105.00, paper

Florida Legal Research: Fifth Edition

Florida Wills, Trusts, and Estates: Cases and Materials, Fourth Edition

Indiana Legal Research

Louisiana Law of Obligations in General: A Comparative Civil Law Perspective


New York Legal Research: Fourth Edition

Ohio Legal Research: Third Edition

Understanding California Community Property Law: Second Edition